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1976 was a difficult and frustrating
year for Blue Shield of Florida. We
began the year financially crippled from
the beating we received in the rate
hearings in Tallahassee , which resulted
in our reserves being depleted , something we fought diligently to avoid. As
a result , the 1975 year-end accounting
showed that indeed Blue Shield had
dipped into the red for a brief period
before new rates could become effective. In April , Blue Shield was forced to
arrange a surplus loan note of
$3 ,000 ,000 from Blue Cross in order to
make Blue Shield "immediately
solvent " and continue operations.
Later in the year 1976 we did
have another rate hearing , after which
we were granted all of our requests
with the exception of the request to
increase the amount of the annual
deductible for Major Medical for Direct
Pay subscribers from $100 to $300.
Fortunately, at the end of 1976 we
were in much better financial position
than we were the previous year. The
Blue Shield Board is exploring the
possibility of having the Enabling Act
under which we operate changed , or
instituting some mechanism whereby
rates can be readjusted on a timely
basis without the costly, unfortunate
delays that have occurred in the past
several years.
Over the years , Blue Shield and
Blue Cross have been the target of
politicians , law makers, newspaper
columnists, self interest groups , disgruntled patients and unhappy
physicians. And 1976 was no different'
Some feel Blue Shield has a magic
bottomless well of money from which
to dip. Legislators introduced Bills to
force us to include coverages for all

sorts of new and varied services , and
to various providers. There is, indeed ,
a very strong trend to write insurance
coverages in the halls of Tallahassee.
If this goes unchecked it will lead to
higher and higher costs until eventually
all insurance will be priced out of the
market place.
Patients are demanding , and receiving, more costly sophisticated
services, not only diagnostic but also
therapeutic, and the frequency of these
services is also on the increase. The
age distribution of our Florida population is also changing , and with the
commonly known fact that the older
members of this population are the
ones most frequently using medical
services, we see that this too , contributes to the ever-spiraling costs.

When one looks at the "big
picture " these trends become glaringly
apparent, and when the cost lines are
projected out they become frightening!
The Blues are In a position to see the
" storm " coming , but we are not in the
position _to stop it. We have many
times raised the " storm warning flags ."
Both corporations have established
Cost Containment committees. Both
have ear-marked special funds to help
in the cost containment projects . In
September, 1976, Blue Shield and
Blue Cross sponsored an important
meeting in conjunction with the Florida
Council of 100, where the entire
subject of the cost of medical care was
reviewed in depth . The Florida Medical
Assoc_iation , at our strong urging ,
established a Cost of Medical Care
Committee in the Fall of 1975. Everyone who has studied this problem of
medical costs recogni zed that there is
not a single cause factor, nor would it
follow that there would be a single
solution . We do not have time to expound on this vast, complicated subject
here , other than to say that we are
aware, concerned , and very interested
in doing our part in control ling or
influencing these run-away costs. We
sol icit your interest in th is effort.

HMO - Jacksonville Area
Foundation for Medical Care
For the past several years, th ere
has been a great deal of interest
generated around the country on th e
subJect of Health Mainten ance Org anizations . The Blue Shi eld staff has been
requested to study these variou s pl ans
and see, if and how, Blue Shield and
Blue Cross can be utilized in such a
concept. In 1976 a great deal of work
was done in setting up a special pilot
program , which would cover the Bl ue
Shield and Blue Cross Jacksonville
employees on an optional basis, as an
alternative to their present Blue Shi eld
and Blue Cross coverage . The
effective date was September 1. Th is
HMO pilot program was chosen by
1,352 Blue Cross-Blue Shield
employees, and when dependents are
included it brings the total membership
to over 3 ,000 . We cannot, at thi s time,
report on the effectiveness of this
program other than to say it is in
operation , and it is the pilot project on
which future such activities will
probably be based .

Champus
Blue Shield has administered the
physician part of th e CHAMPUS program since its inception twenty years
ago. It _has been a fairly easy program
to administer and has been a relatively
satisfactory program for th e benefi ciaries, until early 1976 wh en certain
changes were made in th is CHAM PUS
prog ram. The most significant was the
arbitrary reduction of th e allowable fee s
for physicians' services from a Usual
and Cu stomary level (near the 90 per-

centile) downward toward the Medicare
level. This resulted in increased cost to
the serviceman and his fam ily, and as
predicted , Blue Shield was unjustly
accused of instituting these changes.
We got the black eye .
Competitive bidding for this program occurs this summer and the successfu l bidder is expected to begin
operations September 1, 1977. There
will be a new carrier for this program ,
because the Blue Shield Board elected
not to submit a bid .

Physicians Claims Terminals
Over the past two years, Blue
Shield has installed 137 machines in
certain doctors' offices for filing claims
directly to the Jacksonville office . There
are at the present time 700 physicians
in Florida using these physician claims
terminals for claims reporting for
regular Blue Shield business and also
for Medicare claims. Early observations
indicate that this is an efficient way of
claims filing , particularly when the
volume justifies it. There are plans to
increase these installations .

Pay-O-Matic
Blue Cross and Blue Shield have
set up a system where Direct Pay subscribers are given the option of having
their premiums deducted automatically
from their bank accounts. This should
increase the efficiency of the billing
system by permitting the Blues to get
money in a timely manner. In a high
volume business such as ours, a few

days ' delay in receiving premiums can
be very costly in interest losses alone .
The system will also help prevent
accidental cancellation due to inadvertent non-payment. At the present
time , over 35 ,000 subscribers are
taking advantage of this option , and we
have a goal of 100,000 in the near
future .

Chiropractic Coverage
Blue Shield , at the present time, is
complying with the State law for the
payment of chiropractors for certain
services under certain contracts. There
is a law which forces insurance companies to cover chiropractic services as
an optional benefit any time an individual, even in a group, would so request, and that additional service
would command additional charges on
the premium. On the surface this
would appear to be a reasonable solution , but in actual practice it will greatly
increase the administrative efforts and
costs as well as undermine the basic
concept of a group deciding just what
coverage they want to have.

Medicare B
Blue Shield in 1976 continued to
be plagued by many problems relating
to admini stration of th e Medicare B
contract. Some of these problems
revolved around difficulties in handling
the high volume of seasonal claims ,
using a system that was no longer
capable of efficiently handling these
volumes . Early in 1975 we requested
permission to adopt a new computer
system which would have the capabilities consistent with the claim load . The
Bureau of Health Insurance could not
grant us prompt approval without extensive study and competitive bidding ,
and finally in the closing weeks of
1976 we were granted permission to
proceed with a new data processing
system . The bid for supplying this data
processing system has been given to
Electronic Data Systems Federal , and
the implementation date was January
3, 1977. We naturally were very disappointed because of the many
months that we were obliged to continue to use the obsolete system , but
also we had to change from the old to
the new at the very peak of the winter
volume of incoming claims. That is like
building a brand new racing car and
trying it out for the first time at the
Indianapolis 500 with a driver that has
never driven that car before . Once this
system is fully operational , with the
training and the break-in period past,
we expect many improvements such
as rapid claims turn around time , decreased cost per claim , increased productivity per employee, and reduced
overtime.

In spite of the sophistication and
increased capabilities of this new
system , we will still have the problem s
of inaccurate or incomplete claims
forms , particularly those which are
filled out by the patients. Blue Shield
must continue its program to
encourage physicians to help us receive clean, timely claims , which includes filling out the form , using
accurate up-to-date procedure code
numbers , and then mailing them in for
the patients (regardless of whether
they take assignments or not.) In the
past year and a half these pre-coded
claims have gone from a volume low
of 3% to the present rate of almost
60%.
Another educational effort Blue
Shield makes is the conducting of
seminars for senior citizens to educate
them in the proper way to file a
Medicare claim form . In 1977 in our
continuing efforts to reach the
physicians, we have produced a
physician 's manual which will be continually updated , utilizing the five digit

coding system , which is something that
the Florida Medical Association has
been requesting for many years . We
continue to publish Blue Shield and
Medicare B newsnotes , which address
the subject of coding ; and we conducted in 1976, 156 workshops for
physicians ' office personnel with 4,680
in attendance. These workshops are
designed to teach claims and coding
information , and we ask that you take
advantage of these services. Also, the
Physician Relations Representatives,
located throughout the state , can assist
you with any problems relating to programs administered by Blue Shield.
Efforts have been made in the
past year to provide all specialties with
coding lists of their most frequent procedures, which is hoped will serve as
an aid to you in providing information
to Blue Shield for processing claims.
All of this has greatly benefited the
patient, you , and us, and we thank you
who do code and urge all others to do
so.
Before I close , I would like to
again thank the dedicated members of
our Board of Directors, who regularly
donate their time, talents, and
expertise for no personal gain , attending at least six meetings a year for the
benefit of this fine corporation.
It is timely to remark upon the
cooperation and the support we have
received from our sister corporation ,
Blue Cross of Florida. Their help in
every instance we needed it has been
willingly offered. Working with their
Chairman, Mr. Buster Hancock, has
been a pleasure.

I would like again to thank Jack
Herbert, our hard-working , dedicated
President, for all of the efforts he has
expended to keep Blue Shield and
Blue Cross in the Number One spot for
health insurance in Florida. Those of
us who work closely with this man gain
strength by watching him struggle with
the vast complexities of these two
large corporations. And again , a
special thanks to our Senior Vice
President, Joe Stansell , for his untiring
efforts at managing that large area of
operation called Marketing and External Affairs. And thanks also to Dan
Lewis, who is head of all Benefits Administration of these two corporations.
Again , I would like to thank the other
Vice Presidents for their dedication and
loyalty and their endeavor. And finally,
I would like to say that this has been ,
indeed, a great personal honor to have
been elected to serve as Chairman of
the Board of this fine corporation which
has been conceived for the purpose of
helping the people of Florida with their
health care financing .
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Joseph G. Matthews, M.D. ./
Chairman of the Board

In some respects 1976 presented some
new problems and opportunities-in
other respects it had some old problems
similar to those in 1975.
We began the slow process of
rebuilding the reserves of Blue Shield by
means of rate increases beginning in
January, 1976 and a subsequent one
beginning in November of 1976. Many of
the same contracts were affected by
each of these increases , and there has
been considerable reaction particularly
to the second increase. While we are on
constant alert to changing conditions,
there are some aspects that concern us
- such as the fact that we have experienced and increase of 464,876 in the
number of claims received even though
our membership has declined by
177,047 in 1976.
As we all know, the economy of
Florida has been hard pressed, and
the number of companies or government groups electing to self-insure or
to try cost plus or a combination of
self-insurance with stop-loss protection
beyond a certain percentage of utiliza-

tion of benefits has increased. This
method of risk assumption by governmental units was made permissible
under a law enacted in 1976, and we are
witnessing much activity in this area. It
remains to be seen whether selfinsurance will result in long-term underfunding for such groups-much as has
happened in pension programs of
governmental entities. The push in this
direction is coming-in many casesfrom consultants who regard it as a
way to gain favor or business, but who
are not telling the whole story of what
must be done to insure self-funding
solvency .
Our claims payments again
crossed the one hundred million dollar
mark and our reserves for outstanding
claims of 26,265 ,849 has been certified
by our consulting actuary as being
adequate and proper.
Your Chairman has commented on
the area of new activity in which we
became involved through the HMO-IPA
project in Jacksonville. This is more
than just another group benefit activity
- in many ways it is a testing ground
to determine if physician oriented and
monitored programs can work effectively to provide wide-ranging benefits
at a reasonable cost by today 's
standards. We await the results with
great anticipation .

There is much talk about cost
containment and before this year is
out , tremendous forces will be at work
to impose their will on the essentially
private system in which we all believe .
Despite the rhetoric filling the air, nobody wants to go back to a 1937
concept of financing medical care or of
providing medical care. However, we
must be prepared to uphold the good
things being done for patients that
could not be done previously, or were
not effective because the totality of
care was not formerly available .
We believe 1977 offers many
serious challenges to us: service must
be improved in the face of everincreasing numbers of claims ; better
relations must be established with the
public ; more pursuit of every reasonable cost containment effort must be
made, and at the same time , we believe that benefit patterns must be
adequate .

I would like to touch on one
problem area that is coming more and
more to the forefront. Many retirees of
large national companies, presently
enrolled in Blue Shield, are coming to
Florida to live. Most of these people
are eligible for Medicare, but they also
have negotiated with their employers
during their working yeiars a type of
coverage which "wraps around" the
Medicare coverage and provides very
broad benefits. We must find a way to
consider these people so that the totality
of their protection is recognized. They
need help to get the benefits due them,
and your cooperation is vital to the
preservation of Blue Shield in those
groups.
At the same time, we are holding
seminars with Medicare "B" beneficiaries
and teaching them how to evaluate their
benefits as well as complete claims
forms. Your greater and greater use of
the five digit coding system and the precoding of service procedures will result in
better service to physicians and
beneficiaries.
Pertinent statistical information on
happenings in Blue Shield and in the
governmental programs administered
by Blue Shield is preseinted on the
following pages in this report. I believe
you will find them of interest and
concern.

My sincere appreciation goes to
the members of the Blue Shield Board
who have put in so many hours of
labor in behalf of the people of Florida.
Particularly, I would like to thank Dr.
Matthews, Chairman of the Board , who
has given freely of his time and advice
during this past year. He has been willing, and has gone, often on short
notice, to wherever he was needed.
And to our staff who have given of
themselves without restraint, I extend
my heartfelt thanks.

1977 can and will be a year of
turn-around in many ways. We look
forward to making it so.

J. W. Herbert
President
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Pertinent Statistical Information

UNAUDITED
Gross income from fees
a 20 .5 percent increase

.$114,492 ,630
.. $ 99 ,014 ,901

Incurred Cost
a 1.5 percent dec rea se
The number of Blue Shield claims paid total 2,631 ,685

Enrollment decreased by 177 ,047 members bringing the number of Flori •
dian s covered to 1,684 ,093 as of December 31 , 1976.
$1 ,254 ,672 for our operating gain , compared with a loss of $18 ,126,299
for 1975.
$26 ,265 ,849 in reserve at the end of 1976 for unreported claims.
$4 ,505 ,753 total reserves held aga_inst contingencies.
$9 ,826 ,683 as the market value of our investments in bonds .
$3 ,205 ,555 as the market value of our stock.

MEDICARE PART "B" REPORT
The volume of Medicare Part "B" claims and payments as taken from the
count of "SSA Monthly Intermediary Financial Report":
1976
Volume
Payments
Other pertinent
statistics are:
Assignment Ratio

Work on hand as
of Dec. 31 (ex •
pressed in weeks)

1975

3,988,575

4 ,341 ,543

8.1% Decrease

$224,234,735

$228 ,278 ,343

1.8% Decrease

25.1
55.5
64.9

31.1
49.2
52.7

Florida
Regional
National

1.4
1.6
1.6

3.3
2.4
2.0

Florida
Regional
National

231 ,859 CHAMPUS claims were handled in 1976, a de.crease of 17,436
from 1975.
$17 ,264 ,102 was the amount of disbursements to Physicians for services
rendered to CHAMPUS beneficiaries or a decrease of $2,968 ,588.
510 ,275 Title XIX claims were handled in 1976, an increase of 133,275
from 1975.
$6,714,618 was the amount of disbursements under Title XIX in 1976, an
increase of $1,466,458 from 1975.

UNAUDITED

Distribution of Income Year Ending December 31

UNAUDITED

1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

20

40

60

80

100%

~CLAIMS

~ OPERATIONS

L__J PAYMENTS

L__J EXPENSE

Ill

11

ADDITIONS
TO RESERVES

REDUCTION FROM

L__J RESERVE 19%

How Your Blue Shield Dollar Was Spent
Significant Comparisons Between 1975 and 1976 Operations

1975

---13¢
NET OPERATING
EXPENSES

------$1.06
CARE RENDERED
SUBSCRIBERS
- - - 1 9 ¢ REDUCTION IN
RESERVES

I
I

I
I
I

I

L.---------'

UNAUDITED
1976

..__ _ 13¢
NET OPERATING
EXPENSES

, - - - 1 ¢ ADDITION TO
RESERVES

Distribution of Blue Shield Benefits

Comparisons c

Significant Comparisons Between 1975 and 1976 Operations

1975
23.5e - - - - - - - INHOSPITAL
MEDICAL

Members

9.Se - - - - - - - - -

SURGERYNOT IN PATIENT

Thousands of MembE
1,900,000

2.9e - - - - - - - -

DIAGNOSTIC AND
THERAPEUTIC X-RAY

1,800,000

s .4e
ANESTHESIA

1,600,000

3.4e - - - - - - - OBSTETRICS

1,400,000

2.Se - - - - - - PATHOLOGY

1,200,000

41.6e - - - - - - - - - - - - - SURGERYINPAl"IENT

10.oe - - - --

PROFESSIONAL
COMPONENT

1,000,000

--

~===:5

800,000

o.9e
- ; . ; ; : ; ; . ; : - - - - - - - - - - - I:
PSYCIHIATRIC
CARE

1976
2s.1e - - - - - - - INHOSPITAL
MEDICAL

9.4e - - - - - -....

SURGERYNOT IN PATIENT

1965

197(

Claim Costs
Millions of Dollars C
110
100

3.Se - - - - - - - -

90

DIAGNOSTIC AND
THERJ~PEUTIC X-RAY

80

s.2e

70

ANESTHESIA

60

3.2e
OBSTETRICS

50

2.9e -

40

PATHOLOGY

30

39.3e - - - - - - - - - - -

20

SURGERYINPATIENT

L/ '

--

10

10.1e ·- - - - - - PROFESSIONAL
COMPONENT

1965

o.1e
PSYCHIATRIC
CARE

UNAUDITED

1970

Comparisons of Members Enrolled With Claim Costs

Members
ms

Thousands of Members Enrollment
1,900,000

1,800,000

d

/

1,600,000
1,400,000
1,200,000
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1,000,000

e
d
w

V
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~
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Blue Shield of Florida, Inc.

Statement of C

Balance Sheets December 31, 1976 and 1975

for the years ended Decerr

UNAUDITED
ASSETS

1976

Ca sh .

:$ 3,245,284

Investments, at cost ( Market val ue:
$13 ,032 ,238 in 1976 and
$11 ,676 ,936 in 1975)
Accru ed interest receivab le
Accounts receivable
Other assets .
Property and eq uipment, at cost less
accumu lated depreciation

1975
601 ,365

Subscribers ' f
Percent to

13,129,011

12,739,553

200,188

203 ,084

Cla ims incurr
Percent to

13,279,635

10 ,7 12,367

75,893

68 ,004

11,414,982
$41,344,993

$

12,109,031
$36,433,404

LIABILITIES AND
RESERVE FOR CONTINGENCIES
Reserve for su rgical
and med ical claim s ..

.$26,265,849

$25 ,174,464

2,782,571

2,540 ,628

75,893

68 ,004

Bank overd raft .... ...... .. ... . .. ... .... ... .. ... .

1,926,745

2,22 1,692

Accounts payable

3,157,390

3 ,893 ,128

622,800

830,400

20,040

24,381

1,987,952

1, 532 ,358

$36,839,240

$36 ,285 ,055

Deferred income , subscriber fees
paid in advance
Reserve fo r deferred co mpensation

Notes payabl e, Blue Cross
of Florida , Inc.
Mortgages payable
Depos its payable
Total Liabil ities .
Contributed Surplus from Bl ue Cross .

3 ,000,000

-0-

Reserve fo r Contingenci es .

1,505,753

148,349

$41,344,993

$3 6 ,433,404

UNAUDITED

Operating ex1
Percent to

Percent to
Income 1
operatior
Percent to

Other income,
investm enti
rea lized las
$28 5,864 c
in 1975
Percent
Income from
Percent
Net
Perce nt

Contin gency r
begi nni ng 1
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Prior peri od a
for changi n
equity met l
Conti ngency r
end of the

ksonville Area
or Medical Care
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deal of interest
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Statement of Operations and Changes in Contingency Reserve
for the years ended December 31, 1976 and 1975

UNAUDITED
1976
Subscribers' fees .
Percent to Earned Income
Claims incurred . . .... ... .... .....
Percent to Earned Income

$114,492 ,630
100

$ 94,987 ,103
100

99,014,901
86

100,553,689
106

14,639,322
13
$113 ,654,223
99

13,779 ,960
14
$114 ,333 ,649
120

. ..... ... ..
. ...... .

.. ..
Operating expenses
Percent to Earned Income

..

.. .. .

Percent to Earned Income
Income (loss) from
operations
Percent to Earned Income

$

Other income, principally from
investments-$385 ,993 of
realized losses in 1976 and
$285,864 of real ized losses
in 1975
Percent to Earned Income
Income from Investment in FCIA
Percent to Earned Income
Net income (loss)
Percent to Earned Income

838,407
1

$ (19 ,346 ,546)
(20)

413,161
0

$

Contingency reserve ,
beginning of the year

3, 104
0
1,254,672
1

1,220,247

1
-00
$(18,126,299)
(19)

148,349

Contributed Surplus from Blue Cross ..
Prior period adjustment
for changing to
equity method for FCIA
Contingency reserve ,
end of the year

1975

$

UNAUD ITED

18,274,648

3 ,000 ,000

-0-

102 ,732

-0-

4 ,50 5, 753

$

148,349

BlueShield
of Florida,

Inc.
532 RIVERSIDE AVENUE
JACKSONVILLE, FLA. 32201
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